Commonly Confused Words And Phrases

Fill in the blanks.

1. I .................................. him that we had not paid the utility bill yet.

reminded
remembered
Either could be used here

2. I'm afraid I won't ........................... his face.

remind
remember
Either could be used here

3. We use only the bedroom and the kitchen. ........................... of the house is empty.

Rest
The rest
The remains

4. .................................... of the meal were lying all over the floor.

The rest
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Rest
Remains

5. You and Peter can take four chocolates each. The rest ......................... mine.

is
are
Either could be used here

6. Show me ............................... again.

same
the same
Either could be used here

7. You have got ......................... .

the same problem as me
the same problem like me
my same problem

8. That is the same man ......................... asked me for directions yesterday.
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who
that
Either could be used here

9. 'Turn left, 'I ................................'

said
told
Either could be used here

10. She ........................................................ me that she would come.

said
told
Either could be used here

11. We will .................................................. that problem tomorrow.

see
see about
Either could be used here
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12. ................................ this color suits you.

See if
Look if
Watch if

Answers
1. I reminded him that we had not paid the utility bill yet.
2. I’m afraid I won’t remember his face.
3. We use only the bedroom and the kitchen. The rest of the house is empty.
4. Remains of the meal were lying all over the floor.
5. You and Peter can take four chocolates each. The rest are mine.
6. Show me the same again.
7. You have got the same problem as me.
8. That is the same man who / that asked me for directions yesterday.
9. ‘Turn left, ‘I said.’
10. She told me that she would come.
11. We will see about that problem tomorrow.
12. See if this color suits you.